PET QUESTIONAIRE
FOR BOARDING AND PLAYCARE
Boarding & Playcare Questionaire
Your answers to these questions, in addition to our initial
assessment, help determine your pets' introductory play group.
Pets' Name? _________________________
Your Name: __________________________
(Please offer as much information as possible.)
(There is no RIGHT WAY or WRONG WAY to complete this form. We just want some info.)

Does your pet show any dominance or aggression towards SMALL Dogs? ___________________
Does your pet show any dominance or aggression towards LARGE dogs? ____________________
Does your pet show any dominance or aggression towards ANY dogs? Or ALL dogs? __________
Do you ONLY notice this behavior while on a leash? Or always? Or when ? __________________
Does your pet enjoy being chased by others?
Or enjoy chasing other dogs?
Enjoy Wrestling other dogs?
Do you feel your pet is:
( Dominant) (Submissive) (Aggressive) (Playful) (Fearful)

(A

leader

or

A follower )

(Mark all that apply.)
(Give as much detail as you wish.)
Similar to previous question: How does your dog react, when on a leash, when another dog comes close?
How does your pet react when approached by another person? Is he protective of you, etc.
Does your pet prefer:

Bigger dogs?

Smaller dogs?

Has your pet been to daycare before?
If so, how was your experience?
Do you believe your pet is better with male handlers or female handlers?

Dogs of similar size?

Does your pet have any special needs?
Recent Surgery?

Medicataions?

Smelly ears?

Any physical handicap?
Allergies?

Diabetes?

Reoccurring Hot Spots?

Does your pet show:

Food aggression?

Blindness?

Deaf?

Seizures?

Age?
Bad Skin?

A "Stink Factor" you can't figure out?

Toy aggression?

Agravated when you grab his collar?

Any details?
What do you hope to achieve with bringing your pet to daycare?
Exercise?

Your pets ability to mingle with his own kind?

Or simply to prevent your home from being chewed to pieces ?

Learn social skills?

Play?

We love to hear any reasons!

Would you consider your pet to be an escape artist? How?
Quickly sneaks past you when door opens?
Jumps Fences?
Chews out of whereever he has been contained?
A Runner?
Loves to run away when off leash even though he has no idea why or where he is going?
How does your pet travel?
Hard to get in the car?

Loves it?

Hangs head out of window if available?

Car sick?

Nervous?

___________________________________

Sleeps or relaxes the entire time?
Does your pet have any particular fears?

Does your pet have any unusual habits?
Chronic humper?

______________________________________
Kids?

Poop Eater?

Storms?

Fear Biter?

Men?

IRS ?

Hoarder of Everything?

Picky Eater (Grazer)?

Thank you for helping us to determine your pets play style.
We trust your experience with us will be enjoyable and fulfilling.

